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CAREER SUMMARY:

Experienced software engineer proficient in web and mobile application development using HTML, CSS,
JavaScript, React, Vue, Angular, Node, Express, and AWS. Skilled in leading teams, optimizing
performance, implementing SEO strategies, and architecting front-end projects. Proficient in testing, API
development, databases, and adept at delivering high-quality solutions.

Lexington Technologies

Software engineer |  Jun 2019 - Feb 2022
Led development of a new product features, from ideation to implementation, resulting in increased
customer engagement and revenue.
Collaborated with UX designers and cross-functional teams to optimize user experience across
multiple devices.
Implemented continuous integration and deployment pipelines using AWS CodeBuild and
CodeDeploy to ensure timely and reliable product releases.
Expanded features, refined code, performed tests and improved processes, producing smoother
operations and enhancing user engagement
Implemented accessibility features, ensuring compliance with WCAG 2.1 guidelines, resulting in a 15%
increase in website accessibility scores
Identified and resolved issues with existing codebase through bug fixes and code refactoring, resulting
in a 20% reduction in technical debt

ZestBloom
Lead Front End Engineer | Feb 2022 - Present

Developed and maintained reusable and modular UI components using React, Redux, and TypeScript
to increase development speed and reduce code duplication.
Integrated Web3 functionalities and smart contracts into frontend applications, enabling seamless
interaction with blockchain networks.
Led front-end architecture and implemented cutting-edge techniques for performance optimization
using virtualization, memoization, and latest React technologies.
Worked closely with UX engineers to ensure designs were translated into high-quality, user-friendly
experiences, resulting in a significant increase in customer satisfaction
Created and maintained a comprehensive suite of automated tests using Jest and Cypress to increase
overall test coverage by 20% and reduce the number of production defects
Participated in code reviews, conducted pair programming sessions, and followed agile development
methodologies to meet project deadlines.

Bachelor of Engineering - Computer Engineering
November 2017 - 2022 | Bayero University Kano

WORK EXPERIENCE:

EDUCATION:

Programming Languages:  Javascript(ES6), Typescript, Golang, C#

Web Technologies: HTML, CSS, JavaScript, React, React Native, Next JS, Vue JS, Nuxt Js, Angular,
VueX, Redux,  Material Ui, Styled Components, Tailwind CSS, Vuetify, SASS, Node.js, Express, Web3.Js,
Ethers.Js, Cypress, Jest, Socket.io

Tools and Platforms: Git, Trello, Docker, Firebase, Figma, Heroku, Netlify, AWS

SKILLS:

sadeeq1710@gmail.com  Kaduna, Nigeria  github.com/sadeeqdev
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